


















[1918-05-27; letter from Minerva Crowell to “Pet”, probably her mother Louisa; several 
sheets on letterhead of “Hotel Earle, 27 Washington Square North, New York”; in 
Minerva’s near-illegible scrawl:] 

              May 27 
Dear Pet 
  There is so much to say & no time.   We are still tied to the past, moving 
rapidly backward & forward so I think we shall soon acquire enough 
momentum to quit the circular track & take a big leap forward.   Have 
things about ready & have had Mil also for lots of fun – yesterday a [over 
page] wonderful all day trip up the Hudson with Edwin & Marion of which, 
he will write.   To bad she is so jealous tho. 
  We adored the new roll & thousands of thanks.   The hat will look fine in 
navy colorite.   I guess I shan’t send for more things.   I couldn’t find my silk 
[--]thing tights before leaving.   The[y] were in upper hall drawer to Edwin 
wrote but don’t care if you send wrong ones.   These pictures [next sheet] are 
copies of the ones we leave along our route    Sorry I didn’t take time to 
summon a smile but didn’t want to waste one just on business I guess.   Not 
our personal names but our unit will be changed.   We go to Dr Goldthwaite 
& his hospital which is generally known to be somewhat north of Paris.   
This is the best of all of course.   He [over page] will train us a while & then 
probably separate in theFall to other hosp.   The address is Care Dr. Joel 
Goldthwaite Head Surgeon Orthopedics, American E. F. (ie Expeditionary 
Forces)   I have beautiful $11.00 boots but the shoe man was wild about my 
canvass pa[--] ones & told me to take them also.   The garden is Peas Radish 
Carrot Beet Turnip Lettuce Corn.   The carrots were planted [next sheet; what 
is labeled p. 7 should be p. 5 and goes next] again but the beets were up.   They 
must be loosened around with a hand tool.   We got out & saw lovely little 
gardens on a bus ride Sat.   I haven’t been able to get Mil a going h[----] 
dress as I hoped.   She & Miriam will enjoy the letter from Miss W. J the 
school I.M.S. at Wollaston Mass!   You pen is beautiful altho it broke one 
nose & I had [over page; labeled p. 8 it should be p. 6] to mutilate the other & 
file it with nail file.   Anyway Nan wanted a stub.   Rea must take Seleck to 
FloFlo & Ella would enjoy it also.   I wish Rea were here doing things.   We 
had an amateur show given us but I had mild hysterics & missed the best.   
Of course I cant describe it & the many specialists & specialties but Mildred 
[next sheet; labeled p. 5 but should be p. 7] would never have survived at all.   I 
expect to write in a couple days but if I should not get to it Edwin will.   He 
is lovely to ome. 
  Nan & I are to have state rooms together    She is in upper berth.   I have 
ahri nets, & dont have time nights to take my bath but take cold plunge 
mornings beside pouring 3 pitchers down [over page; labeled p. 6, should be p. 
8] Nans spine.   Have not read a paper since arriving but Ralph said ice 
ought to be sold soon so ask him.   My [--]ngee clothes work fine.   Nan has 
camera.   Only 13 girls passed out of 43 in Boston.   Lots of love    Min. 
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